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LIVING Huge ironbark are offset by blond
American oak ceilings. Sofa
King Furniture. Rug and throw,
Stacking doors from Premier
Designer Buy: Maya easy chair, $982,
Globe West. For Where to Buy, see page 226.
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little over three years ago, Kate and Rupert
Dowd purchased three rundown inner-city
apatments on the same block in leafy South
Yarra, Melbourne. When the demolition

truck arrived on the scene, locals assumed that
modern high-rise apartments would spring up in
their place. Much to their surprise, the Dowds had the
opposite plan in mind.

With help from an architect to nut out the floor
plan, this design-sawy duo then embarked upbn the
massive project ofconverting the three dwellings into
one generously proportioned family home. And they
couldnt be happier with the result.

Behind the double-fronted 1890s facade is a

considered two-storey layout that seamlessly blends
old with new. The couple preserved and championed
original features such as exposed brickrvork and
timber beams within the design. In fact, recl'cling,
upcycling and the extensive use of timber materials
were key to the project.

"It was always going to be an enormous undertaking,
but we were up for the challenge," says Kate. "We
were optimistic that our desire for a modern family
home would be achievable, especially with Rupert's
connections IRupert is director ofEco Timb€r Group]
to the building industry," says Kate.

There are many favourite features according to
the Dowds, but Kate loves the front sitting room and
its understated grace. "It's a magical place to sit in
winter. It feels grown up, yet inviting." Beyond this is
the dining room, then the family's spacious kitchen
and living area, which spills out onto a sun-drenched
courtyard. High ceilings, exposed beams and easy

flou make this a truly special space.

With three bedrooms and a study nook upstairs, the
family finds there is plenty of room to move, without
losing one another. The addition of a guesthouse at
the rear ofthe property was the final stroke of genius,

creating separate quarters for guests to retreat to. >
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This is the ffi
The Dowd home is a true
reflection of Kate and
Rupert's love for fusing old

and new to create timeless
interiors. The couple always
wanted to live close to
the city, but at the same
time they needed a quiet
sanctuary - one that would
allow their ftiends and
relatives to spend q(lality
time with the family. The

tree-lined streets and
ihe depth of block afford
this family the lux0ry of
space and peace together

"With such busy lives,

we needed a hideaway,"
says Kate.
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Fine details
The Dowds'decision to
celebrate texture in their
home by mixing an array
of raw materials s!ch as
exposed brick, timber and
recycled materials has given
them lots of latitude when

belongings take on

\
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.WE LOVE THE FACT THAT WE
HAVE THE CAPACITY FOR
PEOPLE TO POP IN AND STAY
lF THEY WANT TO.' xrre

< A t\\'o-storey |esidence, it has a plivate deck ard
galden; fiankll-, it's a ll-onder guests er cr lcavc.

With little Iv1'(norv one) as star attlaction, this
housc has its fair share of r.isitols. ' \\re love the fact
that $'e have the capacity foI ii iends alld larni\'to pop
in and stay ovel ifthey \rant to. sa\sKate.'Welivcso
close to the city, parks, malkets and lestaurants that
\re tend to venture out in conror ou fbot."

lVith the reuovation behind then. Kate and Rupert
are focused on the future \s a marketing director,
Kate is forturate to be able to l ork fi'orn home a fe\l
days a rleek. Rupert's business inr oh cs a hectic travel
schedule, so for him therc is Dothing better than
corning home.
.We are settled hele not and lore the area," says

Kate. "Even though ri e p1a:: t , erplore more of the
$'orld, it is a prett\ nice ieelr:1: to knou,this is what
q'e will alrval s be coning l-.!:--r i'l. 8re1
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